PRICE POSTING
FIRST MONTH TUTORIAL
This tutorial is designed to familiarize users
with the unique requirements of the first month.
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User Login
Log in as shown in the retail or
wholesale tutorial, as appropriate.
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Data Cleanup: Entry and Edit
The system contains the data from
the old price posting system. Many
required fields will be empty because
the information was not contained in
the old system.
Batch users must correct the errors
in the batch file and then upload.
The interactive system can be used
for corrections if there are only a few
errors, but this does not affect the
next batch.
Interactive users will need to “clean
up” this data by editing the items to
add the missing fields and to correct
previous information as needed.
Select “Interactive Entry and Edit” for
the appropriate schedule.
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•

• Profile Information
Selecting “Interactive Entry and
Edit” from the previous screen
will take you to this screen.
Use this screen to designate a
discount for time of payment,
and to enter your Terms of Sale
and Other Information.
You may enter up to 2000
characters in each field.
To move to the next screen after
making the necessary entries
click “Save & Continue.”
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• Selecting “View and Edit”

Select View & Edit Brands & Items
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• View & Edit

You will see your items, those that have errors will be highlighted in red. At this point ALL items will be highlighted in red because required
fields are empty. You may “Edit” an item to make corrections, “Delete” to remove an item from the schedule, “Show Invalid Items” to limit
the display to items with errors, or “Search” for a specific item.
Any discounts from the old system must be re-entered in the new system. This information is shown in the Discounts column to make it
easier to re-enter it. This old information will disappear permanently when you save the record.
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• Editing a Record
Clicking “Edit” takes you to this screen.
Fields with errors are highlighted in red
and display an error message. The
fields highlighted here were not
required in the old system, so they don’t
have values when loaded from the old
system; they are now required.
These new fields are your Item #
(Wholesaler Item #), Case Only, NYS
Label, the NYS Supplier Serial #, and
the NYS Supplier Item #.
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• Discounts Old and New

Discounts from the old system must be re-entered in the new system. To make this easier, the old values are shown as “Discounts
extracted from the old system.” Notice that the discount fields above have not yet been filled in. You would enter those values as
shown below. If you save the item, those old values are erased, only the new values are saved.

As an alternative, you can create a table of Discount Codes (using the “Edit Discount Codes” button), and then select a code from
that table using the pulldown above the button. See the next slide.
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• Editing Discount Table

The Discount Code table consists of one or more codes, each with an associated set of discounts. New discounts are created in the same way as discounts
for an individual item.
A discount code may have up to ten alphanumeric characters (A-Z, 0-9).
This screen can also be reached by clicking “View & Add Discounts (Discount Table)” from the Posting Actions or Posting Summary screen. You may also click
“Discount Codes” on the Add or View Item screens or “Edit Discount Codes” on the Edit Item screen.
When done, click “Back” to return to the prior screen.
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• Saving the Record
When you are done editing, click “Save,” or
click “Cancel” if you don’t wish to save.
If there are any errors, you will receive an
error message and most errors will be
highlighted in red. You must correct the
errors before you can save the record.
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